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ABSTRACT
A big number of monitored features in examined objects often complicates a technical realization of decision-making and
extends the time necessary for providing a decision. It is possible to decrease dimensionality of the tasks and along with not to
decrease a quality of decision-making. The main subject of this contribution relates to some of the possible approaches. Basis of
these methods stays in finding a linear transformation of original m-dimensional space of features into a new n-dimensional feature
space where n ≤ m . New features are arisen by suitable linear combination of original features and they are descending sorted
according to their variance. The contribution describes experience and results obtained with the decreasing of feature space and the
classification of sets of the objects which where represented by real pictures of the Earth surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The quality of decision is always related to the quality
and quantity of information available to the subject taking
decisions about given objects. For that reason there is
tendency to monitor the maximum number of features on
the followed objects. But the number of monitored
features may not be arbitrarily increased because with the
increased number of features the technical realization of
their processing becomes more complicated and the
required sorting time very long.
From that point of view it is convenient to select socalled informative features, i.e. the features considerably
influencing the classification. In such a way the dimension
of a problem to be solved can be significantly reduced,
better clearness achieved and the calculations simplified
whereas the tolerated error size of the right decision stays
satisfied.
2. DIMENSION REDUCTION
Reduction of the solved problem can be achieved in
two different ways - either by selecting the most
informative features from the original feature set or by
creation of new features from the original ones. The new
features are created following some, e.g. as a linear or
non-linear combination of the original features.
Dimension reduction methods can be therefore divided
into two groups [4].
The main idea of the first group of methods is that
from the basic set of available features are chosen those
which are most informative, i.e. most advantageous from
the next processing point of view, e.g. classification point
of view. Many of these methods are based on the
information value of features following some criteria and
their sorting with respect to these values with decreasing
informationallity. When the features are chosen from the
beginning of such sorted features, the information lost
related to the dimension reduction will be minimal with
respect to the chosen criterion. In such a way the whole
problem lies in the selection of the suitable criterion for

the evaluation of the usefulness feature information. It is
necessary that the criterion used for selecting features will
be an accordance with the criterion used by the following
processing methods.
The sophisticated case occurs when the group of kindividually best features is not for the selected criterion
the best group of k-features according to that criterion. It
is obvious that to find the optimal subset of features
means to examine all possible combinations.
Understandably this approach is in most practical
problems inapplicable. Therefore the main attention is
focused on suboptimal solutions.
This group of methods includes the ones which
conjugate features into groups while each of them
characterizes one particular side of the object. The method
of feature sorting and the method of correlation groups
belong here. They serve for finding such groups of
features where the correlation coupling, i.e. the sum of
absolute values of correlation coefficients between
features from the same group (innergroup correlation) is
high whereas the correlation coupling between features
from different groups (intergroup correlation) is
significantly lower.
The core of the second group of methods is in finding
a linear or non-linear transformation of m-dimensional
space of original features into the n-dimensional space of
informative features ( n ≤ m ) . Creation of a new system of
features have to follow certain requirements. Required is
the highest possible information with respect to the right
sorting of the feature set, the feature may not be correlate,
etc. With linear transformations the new set of features is
created as a linear combination of input measurements,
with non-linear transformations the original coordinates
are transformed curvilinear.
3. FEATURE SPACE TRANSFORMATION
The methods of feature sorting based on
transformation convert the original problem of sorting to
the problem of finding the proper transformation A
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A : Wm → Wn

(1)

With which the original m-dimensional feature space W m
is transformed into the new n-dimensional space W n ,
where n ≤ m . Required is the transformation A should only
minimally affect the original amount of information.
Probability of classification error while using n new
features should not be bigger than with original m
features. The only problem is how to measure the
information. The classical theory of information is not
applicable for this purpose. Such problem is solved in two
ways [5]:
1. Transformation A is chosen the way that the
representations from W n would be the best approximation

where vi are characteristic vectors corresponding to
increasingly ordered characteristic numbers of the
autocorrelative matrix of original features

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ ... ≥ λm ≥ 0.

(6)

Calculation of the selective autocorrelative matrix is
based on the following expression

χ ( x) =

1
K

K

∑ xk xkT

(7)

k =1

where K is the number of objects.

of the original representations from W m pursuant to
square deviation.
2. Transformation A is chosen the way that the
representations from W n would minimize the estimation
of probability error in case of using the criterion of
minimum error.

The principal component method for the orthonormal
system ei , i = 1, 2,...n is using characteristic vectors of a
dispersion matrix figured out from

The methods based on Karhunen - Loeve
transformation belong into the first group. The method
where the feature selection is based on ratio of dispersions
between classes and inside of classes belongs into the
second group. In that case the probability of incorrect
decision will be negative proportional to that ratio. When
the dispersions of representations inside of classes will be
smaller and the distance between the classes will be bigger
the probability of incorrect decision will be smaller.

where µ is the vector of mean values calculated from the
all objects.
Authors Chien and Fu suggested for the purpose of
ordering and feature selection to use characteristic vectors
of the selective dispersion matrix as the orthogonal system

4. FEATURE REDUCTION BY KARHUNEN LOEVE TRANSFORMATION

where R is the number of classes of representations and
K r is the number of representations belonging into r-th

Let us assume the total number of investigated objects
is K, each of them is characterized by m-dimensional
column vector
xk ∈ W m ,
k = 1, 2,..., K .
(2)
Let us pick n orthonormal vectors from the space
while n ≤ m . Each representation xk will be approximated
by the linear combination of these vectors, i.e. by the
vector
n
)
xk = ∑ cki ei
(3)
i =1

)
while keeping the square deviation xk from xk
)
ε k2 = xk −xk

2

(4)

to be minimal.
It is provable [4] that the previous expression is
minimal for the orthonormal vector system

ei = vi ,

i = 1, 2,...n

(5)

χ 0 ( x) =

χ1 ( x ) =

class. The vector
class

µr =

1
K

1
K

K

∑ ( xk − µ )( xk − µ )

T

(8)

k =1

R Kr

∑ ∑ ( xk − µr )( xk − µr )

T

(9)

r =1 k =1

µr is the vector of mean values r-th
1
K

Kr

∑ xk ,

k =1

r = 1, 2,..., R.

(10)

According to the above-mentioned expressions this
method completely ignores the influence of mean values
µr what may be disadvantage in cases when the mean
values of classes are markedly different and contain a big
part of information usable for classification.
5. REALIZATION OF THE DIMENSION
REDUCTION METHODS
The described techniques of dimension decreasing of
the feature space have been applied on a sets of actual
objects that were represented with the real pictures of
Earth surface from the remote Earth sensing. The pictures
were sensed in seven spectral zones, i.e. each object was
described by seven features. Each set of representations
was divided into four samples (water, forest, agricultural
area, city). All pictures from one sample represented an
equal type of the object.
Original seven features have been transformed into
new features following Karhunen - Loeve transformation
and the method of dispersion ratio. By taking into
consideration that the characteristic numbers of the
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dispersion matrix represent dispersions of new features [6]
the variability contribution of j-th new feature to the total
dispersion value can be calculated by following the
expression

H *j =

λj

λ1 + λ2 + ... + λm

(11)

and the cumulative contribution of the first p features to
the total dispersion value according to the expression

H ( p) =

λ1 + λ2 + ... + λ p
λ1 + λ2 + ... + λm

(12)

where p ≤ m. It is obvious that if p = m, then H ( p ) = 1.

The contribution H ( p ) is also called the relative part of

dispersion.
The following tables display the results of reduction
dimension by principal component method and Chien and
Fu method in set mix2.

Table 1 Results of principal component method

Table 2 Results of Chien and Fu method

Cumulative contributions H ( p ) of the new features
obtained with all mentioned methods are represented on
Fig. 1.

original features. Quite related is the method of principal
components and Chien and Fu method where contribution
of the first and second feature are crucial. The
contribution of the others are markedly lower and even.
Important method is the method of calculation based on
the autocorrelative matrix where the required information
is reached already during the first transformed feature. It
is caused with the high value of the first characteristic
number. The reason of it is that in this method the values
of representations are not centered so the elements of the
autocorrelative matrix are high.
Classifications of Earth pictures into classes have been
done using CLASS cluster method with respect to the
original as well as reduced dimension. We obtained very
satisfied results by clustering of pictures based on all
seven original features as well as based on the only one
principal component.
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